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Text visualization is a method skillfully fusing the two into a cohesive whole: the 
characteristics of information about texts and features of Image, by analyzing the 
relationship between text and image resources. It will result in output containing 
both the theme and beautiful visual design with artistic effect. Text visualize the goal is 
to achieve an attractive combination of text, which appeals to the sense of sight and 
is conducive to highlight the theme of the text layout work. The readers can always 
access the information with different visual experience when reading and writing. 
Research on the current text layout method to visualize are mainly to a combination of 
discrete text-based arrangement, however, there is rarely a combination of reading 
continuity and thematic emphasizes works. In the illustration design based on the 
combination of graphic and text, even experienced designers often need to take a long 
time and effort to achieve a good text layout of arrangement, and they need to rely on 
their own experience to estimate the rationality of the final layout, which is very 
difficult for new scholars. Thus, text visualization with these features is a necessary job. 
In this paper, we firstly present a streamline liked text layout based on the 
alignment between image features and semantic features. From the perspective of the 
spatial layout, we present a method for a designment of a flow field based on the heat 
diffusion. We also propose a seeding strategy for field visualization using streamline, 
and the result of flow visualization is used in the region decomposition method. The 
interactive method for field design is convenient, which can just setting heat source in 
the regions or on boundaries. In the text layout, we proposes an adaptive hierarchical 
text arrangement method, taking into account the characteristics of continuous linear 
reading as well as the keyword highlight, while the vector result of multiple areas of 
text and image layout can be selectable combination of integration, formation of a 
specific character and image coexistence streamlined style illustration. 















and related work were compared. We use a comparative analysis by means of visual 
effects to verify the effectiveness of the method, and finally, we summarize the main 
content of this paper and point out the limitations of our method that give the direction 
of following research in the future. 
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